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Day 1 - 11 December 2019 

Welcome and Introduction 

Alexander Kowarik welcomed everyone and explained the motivation of the agenda structured 

along the main topics of WPK Quality, Methodology and Typification together with a special 

session on results. The Agenda was adopted. 

Session Results / Towards Implementation 



The session was introduced by Alexander Kowarik. For some pilots WP it might have been early 

to talk about results and implementation issues, but presentation can also contain an outlook on 

possible future results. 

 Results from WPG Financial Transaction Data – Johan Fosen gave an overview of the 

planned outputs for WPG. One major result will be an inventory of financial transaction 

data situations. Additionally, the situation concerning the data access for the different use 

cases was described. One of the use cases is the retail sales index in Norway. 

 Results from WPH Earth Observation - Magdalena Mleczko presented the case studies in 

the 4 thematic areas agriculture, build-up area, land cover and "Settlements, Enumeration 

Areas and Forestry". Only some of them will produce statistical indicators directly. For 

the other ones the support/the improvement of existing systems for statistical 

production will be the goal. A crop map is the desired output for the agricultural case 

studies, whereas an indicator in line with SDG 11.7.1 about the build-up area is an 

expected result for the second set of case studies. The land cover case studies result will 

be land cover maps. 

 Results from WPI Mobile Phone Data - David Salgado presented the foreseen outputs of 

WPI, especially the data simulator that is available in a first version on github. It is a 

modular and configurable software tool to generate synthetic MNO data based on 

parameters such as territory maps, a reference grid, a network configuration, a population 

of individuals and a population of mobile devices. New methods were shortly mentioned 

to be detailed in the methods session. The next step should be to apply/develop proper 

aggregation and inference techniques. In the discussion after the presentation a common 

communication strategy was seen as an important piece of the puzzle to successfully 

implement MNO data into the statistical production process. 

 Results from WPJ Innovative Tourism Statistics - Katarzyna Kapica presented the results 

achieved so far and provided some insights on those envisioned by WPJ. The goal is to 

update the population of the survey on tourism accommodation establishments and to 

enrich the existing information with additional data from other sources. Hotels.com and 

Booking.com were scraped during February-July 2019. The question was how to connect 

multiple sources (population frame, web scraped data, other big data sources and 

administrative registers). Possibilities are the geolocation or name and addresses. 

Interesting variables in addition to finding new establishments are 'price per night', 

'number of available rooms/beds' and possible additional information on the 

establishment. The Visual Modeler was presented which is an Open Source tool to 

visually generate a customized web-scraper that can scrap data from dynamic websites. 

 Eurostat input on future initiatives - Albrecht Wirthmann presented the Trusted Smart 

Statistics Center and its priority domains ‚web intelligence', ‚trusted smart surveys', 

‚MNO data', ‚Transport and Logistics', ‚Smart Sensors' and ‚Earth Observation'. Different 

models of involvement and financing are used for different areas. The first prototype will 

be the web intelligence hub building on top of the CEDEFOP work. The ESSNet Big 

Data is strongly connected with these developments. 

WPF Process and Architecture 



Monica Scannapieco presented the main intermediate result from WPF, the 'BREAL' - Big Data 

Reference Architecture and Layers. The goal is to standardize and orient the work of ESSnet 

WPs and to serve as a reference for national and European initiatives beyond the project. The 

first deliverable describes the business layer of this architectural framework and is already 

available on the wiki. A Big Data Lifcecycle was presented which included business function 

from existing frameworks such as GSBPM and the EARF and new business function from the 

BREAL. The prototype of information and application architecture for the web intelligence hub 

was shown. 

 

Session Typification 

Sonia Quaresma introduced the typification matrix developed in WPK and motivated the idea of 

collecting information according to it. The aim is to consolidate knowledge gained in this ESSnet 

and to establish a big data source overall level of maturity regarding its statistical exploitation. 

The following elements are considered: 'Source & Access', 'Metadata' and 'Data'. The elements 

have to be considered in terms of description, challenges, procedures, investments and a road 

map. 

 Typification experiences from WPG Financial Transaction Data were reported by Johan 

Fosen. The ownership of the data is different per countries, however banks, financial 

organisations, national banks, tax authorities or service providers could play a central 

role. Before accessing microdata, a data protection impact assessment (DPIA) must be 

created and agreements with data owner need to be made. Metadata of population, units 

and target variables are known fairly well and the base unit of the data might be linkable 

to data sets within the NSI in many cases, provided the data are microdata. Most of the 

variables are perceived by many as sensitive. The discussion mentioned ethical 

consideration and mentioned the importance of the DPIA. 

 Magdalena Mleczko presented the typification exercise for WPH Earth Observation. In 

contrast to many other data sources the ownership and access models are quite clear as 

the data is owned mostly by governmental space agencies and can be accessed openly. 

The access to aerial Images (depending on the country) might be limited. The range of 

the population can be understood as area under investigation. The quality depends on the 

used method for the data generation (radiometric, optical, ...) and the timeliness. The 

main driver for the size of the data set is the resolution and the size of the interest area. 

The structure of the data is well known and the data is available in well-defined formats. 

During the discussion legal issues were raised concerning personal information and 

restricted areas for aerial images such as military sites. 

 David Salgado described the MNO data handled in WPI in terms of the typification 

questions. Machine-produced records generated by a mobile telecommunication network 

should be used by NSI. The challenge is to find a balance or to align private business 

interests and public interest. A solution could be the implementation of the 'Reference 

Methodological Framework' introduced by Eurostat. A collaboration with MNOs' 

engineers is necessary to develop statistical methodology. With simulated data, the 

development of statistical methodology could be detailed to be later implemented by the 



MNO. The current situation on data access in the partner countries of the WP was 

described. In the following discussion a common communication strategy was mentioned 

as a crucial development. The robustness and reliablity of a methodology used and 

therefore tested by several MNOs in several countries was emphasized. 

 Katarzyna Kapica presented the typification experience from WPJ. The source are 

currently two online accommodation booking platforms that are openly available on the 

internet. The uninterrupted access and the legality of web scraping are important issues 

when dealing with websites as source for official statistics. Web-scraping should be 

aligned with general principles and in the discussion the 'Web-scraping Policy Template' 

developed by WPC was mentioned and WPJ is also aligned with it and has provided 

feedback to WPC when the policy template was written. Investment in the development 

of the tools for data acquisition together with testing, deployment and maintenance of the 

tools are the main investments. The definition of the unit in the online data does not 

always correspond to the official definition in tourism statistics. The size of the data set is 

hard to establish as there are many components to it. First of all each country have a 

different size of data set. This depends on the size of the country, how popular it is 

among tourists and how many accommodation establishments decided to advertise for 

themselves through this mode. The structure of the set of data downloaded from the 

websites is fixed as it is defined at the beginning of the web scraping process. The 

discussion mentioned the legality of web-scraping, in general there was an agreement that 

if certain standards were implemented it is legal for the NSI to do so. 

 Two important statements during the following discussion were "We are improving 

because we are generalizing" and "Being more modular promotes the reuse". 

Session Methods 

Piet Daas introduced the methodology session and the important methodological questions 

concerning new data sources. Data goes in and indicators go out, the units and the variables need 

to be defined/researched. In the different WPs or different Big Data projects in general the 

"distance" between the variable and the indicator is quite heterogeneous, e.g., from transactions 

in the unit "money" to an aggregate of spending vs. a satellite image to an estimate of the area 

with a certain crop type. The methodology of evaluation and checking is not covered by the 

questionnaire, which was distributed in preparation for th meeting. So this will be worked on 

later on. 

 Johan Fosen explained the measurement and representation lines from a data perspective 

and a production perspective for the retail sales statistics case study of Norway. The 

variable measured as well as the target variable are the purchase amount, so there is no 

validity error for this concept. Further, since the data maintainer is very concerned about 

transferring the correct amount of money in a transaction, there should be almost no 

measurement error for this target variable. However, when it comes to representation 

under the data perspective, the measured population is limited to debit cards retail sales 

transactions at point-of-sales terminals, whereas the target population is all retail 

transactions in all local units. A first proposed method was the estimation of the debit 

card rate as adjustment of the measurement error. This could for example be done by 



region and by sector. In the discussion it was mentioned that a generalization of the 

methods would help to apply the methodology also to other data sources. Additionally, 

the terminology for certain errors, coming from the survey world, is problematic. It was 

seen as beneficial to work on a new or updated common terminology. 

 Magdalena Mleczko presented the methodological framework developed in WPH for the 

processing of earth observation data for statistical purposes. The variables in the 9 use-

cases of WPH are quite diverse, but they have in common that the information is not 

readily available in the "raw data". Based on the variables such as radiance, power and 

phase a model is developed to estimate for example the crop type and then compute 

statistical indicators. In the discussion the nature of the training data was discussed, 

namely that the ground truth (in-situ observation) is of different quality than the one 

of administrative data. This should be taken into account in the modelling phase and a 

bias assessment was seen as necessary step of the process. 

 

Day 2 - 12 December 2019 

 

Cont. Session Methods 

 David Salgado presented the hidden markov model based (HMM) approach to estimate a 

geolocation of devices. Based on "raw" network events the estimation of conditional 

probabilities is performed to place each device in the reference grid. HMM is superior to 

previously used methods, e.g. with respect to avoidance of "jumping between antennas" 

without movement and that an estimation is even possible at time points without network 

data. To find duplicates (one person with multiple devices) a density-based clustering 

approach is in development. Since a probability distribution is estimated, accuracy 

estimates can be naturally derived, as the number of devices in a certain area at a given 

time point follows a Poisson-Binomial distribution with probabilities estimated by the 

HMM methodology. The inference step in this setup is the process of producing a 

posterior distribution for the number of people present in a certain area at a given time 

point and given the available data. Therefore, the integration of auxiliary (statistical) data 

into this framework is possible. A drawback of this mathematically elegant method is the 

computational complexity, which must be solved for real world applications. In the 

discussion the high spatial and time resolution was mentioned and it was explained that 

this is necessary as an intermediate result that will not be available at the NSI directly. 

The goal, as this is an implementation of the reference methodological framework, is to 

detach the processes happening at the MNO to geo-locate a device from statistical output. 

A sample was mentioned in the discussion as one possible solution to the computational 

challenge. 

 Katarzyna Kapica presented the methods needed to produce an up-to-date population 

frame of establishments based on administrative registers and on data from online 

booking platforms. Deterministic record linkage was used as baseline, but the 



standardization of addresses (necessary for it) is difficult and language as well as country 

specific. A web-based mapping and gelocation tool was used to generate the input for the 

distance-based probabilistic record linkage approach. The closest (in a spatial sense) 

fitting establishment within a certain threshold distance is used to match online 

establishments with register units. Deduplication between online platforms can be 

performed based on similarities in the description text and matching photos. The 

assignment of the accommodation type was performed with a machine learning model 

with the union between the online platforms and the administrative register (which has 

the classification available) as training data set. In the discussion the problems of the 

training data was discussed as it might be unbalanced and biased. This will be addressed 

later on in the project. 

Geolocation was mentioned as a challenge in several WPs and the coverage was seen a crucial 

issue. Additionally, model portability should be checked, a negative example here is a 

model about estimating the number of solar panels, which worked with 95% in one area and only 

with 63% in another area. 

 

Session Quality 

Magdalena Six introduced the topic of "Quality" by presenting the state-of-affair of WPK with 

respect to this topic. The two main deliverable (w.r.t. quality) are finished as a first draft Version: 

the "Quality Guidelines for the Acquisition and Usage of Big Data" and the "Quality Reporting 

Template". The ideas behind the structure of the guidelines were explained, namely splitting by 

classes of data sources and dividing the production process into two parts: "from raw data to 

intermediate data" and "from intermediate data to statistical output". The quality reporting 

template complements the bottom-up approach of the guidelines with a top-down approach based 

on existing quality reporting facilities, namely the SIMS/EHQMR. This chosen reporting 

framework focuses on the quality assessment of the statistical output. 

 Johan Fosen presented quality issues concerning the statistical representation and 

measurement, following up from the methods session. There is a misfit of the 

terminology, e.g. with the non-response error. The "two-phase model" for quality 

assessment suggested by Li-Chun Zhang in 2012 for combining e.g. administrative 

sources was presented as a model being useful for new data sources. The institutional 

mandate of getting microdata is the statistical act, whereas for aggregated data an 

agreement with the data provider is sufficient. 

 Magdalena Mleczko presented WPH quality assessment. The added value value by new 

data sources in terms of easier, faster and more details statistical production was 

mentioned as important for the quality dimension relevance. Accuracy of satellite images 

was explained as radiometric and geometric quality being influenced by processing but 

also by external factors such as the weather. The spatial resolution of an image was also 

presented of an accuracy issue since resolution is related to the resolving power to 

distinguish image details, for example, to detect small parcels of agricultural areas. The 

quality of the machine learning algorithms is mostly common accuracy indicators based 



on the confusion matrix. Many quality issues for WPH will have to be worked out later 

during the project. In terms of timeliness: raw data is generally available shortly after the 

images were taken (mostly on the next day), however, pre-processed data might only be 

available a couple of weeks afterwards. 

 David Salgado presented two examples of the filled in quality reporting template: One for 

intermediate data and one for the final output. The concrete example considered is from 

tourism statistics in Spain. A major difference is the statistical unit: for intermediate data 

it is "still" the mobile device, but for the final data it is the individual. The concept of 

sampling error in relation to a coverage error for this new data source was discussed. 

There might be a blurred line between sampling and non-sampling errors. The step from 

signalling to CDR data might be considered a sampling error. In the discussion it was 

mentioned that the coverage error covers "things you cannot observe" whereas the 

sampling error covers "things you are not observing". An example mentioned during the 

discussion was missing MNOs or phone with dead batteries. Additionally, the usage of 

existing concepts of quality measurement was encouraged, but to push people to think 

about them at the same time. 

 Katarzyna Kapica presented the quality concepts for WPJ. The statistical representation 

are tourism accommodation establishments with the geolocation, the number of beds and 

the type of accommodation. The NACE classification in the register does not cover all 

establishments as some accommodations are "hidden" inside the codes for sport, culture 

and recreation or agriculture. The time coverage at the moment starts in 2019 when the 

web-scraping was first set up. The unit of measure can be designed by defining the web-

scraper as long as the information is available on the platform. An issue concerning 

privacy and confidentiality could be very small accommodations linked to natural 

persons. A specific protocol of quality assurance for web-scraping has not been put 

forward yet. The relevance of the project can be seen as improving the survey population 

for tourism accommodation establishments and therefore provide more complete 

information about establishments operating in the country. Overcoverage might occur 

due to non-perfect deduplication between the different portals and between the portals 

and the register information. Some care must be taken in order to evaluate properly 

saving and expenses connected to the use of web scraped data, in particular when one 

looks into direct and indirect costs and when one looks also into the short-, medium and 

long term costs. The direct costs will decrease for the Statistical Department, as one seeks 

for efficiency and less work power to collect data from accommodations. However, 

indirect costs to keep the crawlers updated and to link the data will almost certainly lead 

to higher indirect costs for robust editing processes and they can even lead to extra costs 

across other departments. Short-term costs are connected to develop web crawlers, 

medium-term costs are those for testing crawlers, for deploying them in a special server 

and for training the operators. Long-term costs cover the maintenance, update and 

operation of the servers, the crawlers and the trained operators. 

 ESS Vision 2020 ADMIN – Quality Guidelines for Multi-source Statistics and possible 

future synergies with Trusted Smart Statistics – Fabian Bach presented a short overview 

of the ADMIN project, focusing on the multi-source statistics and the newly developed 

Quality Guidelines for Multi-source Statistics. Several aspects of the concepts of Trusted 

Smart Statistics and multi-source statistics were presented and discussed. 



 In the discussion it was mentioned that the QGMSS are mostly complimentary to the 

QGUBD, but to later on facilitate a combination or harmonization. The QGUBD should 

be developed with the QGMSS in mind, being aligned with them in terms of structure 

and terminology as far as possible. 

 Peter Struijs presented the Big Data Principles proposed by the group on the use of 

privately held data. These ten principles should support the need for access to privately 

held data and should be incoporated into an EU legislative framework. The principles are 

meant to represent minimal requirements and exclude experimental statistics and 

research. 

 

Cross-cutting issues 

 Marc Debusschere shared news about the wiki platform, especially the new section on 

experimental statistics. An overview page will be added to the wiki as landing page 

with an executive summary soon. He also provided the state-of-affairs on the BDES2020 

event at the end of this ESSnet project. 

 Peter Struijs presented the current overview of the resources spent and the review 

planning. The new review planning is uploaded and can be found here: 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/mwikis/essnetbigdata/index.php/Project_calendar#Rev

iew_planning . 
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